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Pattern classification architectures leveraging the physics of coupled nano-oscillators have
been demonstrated as promising alternative computing approaches, but lack effective learning
algorithms. In this work, we propose a nano-oscillator based classification architecture where
the natural frequencies of the oscillators are learned linear combinations of the inputs, and
define an offline learning algorithm based on gradient back-propagation. Our results show
significant classification improvements over a related approach with online learning. We
also compare our architecture with a standard neural network on a simple machine learning
case, which suggests that our approach is economical in terms of numbers of adjustable
parameters. The introduced architecture is also compatible with existing nano-technologies:
the architecture does not require changes in the coupling between nano-oscillators, and it is
tolerant to oscillator phase noise.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heavy demand for cognitive processing of large
amounts of data using machine learning software is in-
creasing the strain on data center energy consumption
and hand-held device battery autonomy 1. Many alter-
native computing architectures are therefore being devel-
oped to match the specificities of such tasks by trading
precision and sequential computation speed for increased
parallelism and improved energy efficiency2. Most of
these approaches rely on digital operations to approxi-
mate the non-linearities at the heart of cognitive algo-
rithms. On the contrary, the human brain successfully
performs cognitive tasks in an energy-efficient fashion
using slow, noisy, variable, unreliable but naturally non-
linear neurons 3. It is therefore highly attractive to mimic
this approach of the brain, and to leverage non-linear de-
vice physics to perform cognitive tasks more efficiently4,5.
This idea takes special sense with the recent advances in
nanotechnology, which provide fast, compact and inte-
grable nano-oscillators, with coupling and synchroniza-
tion capabilities: nano-oscillators based on mechanical
vibrations6, oxide phase changes7, Josephson junctions8,
or spintronics9,10. Multiple recent works draw inspira-
tion from the oscillatory activity observed in the brain
at different scales11 to naturally perform pattern classi-
fication by leveraging the rich dynamics of networks of
coupled oscillators 12–21.
However, this approach has to overcome a difficult
challenge. The natural frequencies of nano-oscillators
can usually be tuned, by applying current or voltage
biases, but dynamically adjusting inter-oscillator cou-
pling strengths requires heavy circuitry14. As a conse-
quence, traditional learning methods used for training
neural networks, which usually consist in adjusting the
couplings between non-linear units, are not very adapted
to oscillator-based classifiers.
An attractive alternative approach is the oscillator-
based classifier initially proposed in a mathematical con-
text by Vassilieva et al.12, and adapted to nano-oscillator
technologies in18. The online learning procedure of this
network involves reading the synchronization state of var-
ious pairs of oscillators, and adjusting their natural fre-
quencies in order to reinforce expected synchronizations,
and weaken unexpected ones for each known input exam-
ple presented to the oscillator network. This approach
was recently validated experimentally by Romera et al.,
who achieved spoken vowel recognition using a network
of four coupled spin-torque nano-oscillators17.
In this work, we propose an “extended” nano-
oscillator-based classifier architecture that retains the
nanotechnology-compatibility of the reference approach
of12, but is trained using gradient descent, the standard
algorithm of machine learning. This allows our archi-
tecture to capitalize on developments realized for more
conventional forms of neural networks. We show that
our extended classifier achieves better classification re-
sults than the reference classifier on a simple task. We
then run a standard classification benchmark of the ex-
tended classifier against a classical neural network and
investigate the robustness to phase noise and the scal-
ability of the extended architecture. This allows us to
discuss the advantages and drawbacks of our approach.
II. DEFINITION OF THE OSCILLATOR-BASED
CLASSIFICATION ARCHITECTURES
Fig. 1(a) shows a pattern classification architecture,
subsequently called reference classifier, similar to the one
originally proposed by Vassilieva et al.12. This classifier
consists of a set of N oscillators coupled all-to-all through
constant uniform weak couplings. Among the N oscil-
lators, NI act as input oscillators (oscillators 1 and 2
in Fig. 1(a)), and the NT others act as tuning nano-
oscillators (oscillators 3, 4, 5 and 6 in Fig. 1(a)). The
input vector x to be classified is presented by setting
the natural frequencies of the input oscillators (F1, F2
in Fig. 1(a)) accordingly. The input oscillators induce
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synchronizations in the oscillator network, which can be
deduced from the average observed frequencies f¯ of the
oscillators17,22. The resulting list of synchronized pairs
of oscillators then yields a binary output vector y which
represents the class that the system has associated to
the presented pattern. The response of the classifier can
be trained to perform a given classification task by ad-
justing the natural frequencies of the tuning oscillators
(F3, F4, F5, F6 in Fig. 1(a)).
FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the reference classifier with 2 input
oscillators (1 and 2) and 4 tuning oscillators (3,4,5 and 6).
(b) Schematic of the extended classifier with 6 oscillators.
This reference architecture provides many benefits for
implementation with nanotechnology: resilience to de-
vice variability, to noise, to device non-linearity, and it
has good scaling properties18. Moreover, high frequency
signals are present only within the oscillator network,
while natural frequency control inputs, and synchroniza-
tion detection outputs are low frequency signals, which
eases implementation.
The limitation of the architecture, by contrast, is that
it only provides NT tunable parameters, which limits its
classification capabilities for low numbers of oscillators.
Moreover, the classifier response is restricted by strong
symmetries arising from the fact that all oscillators are
identical and only defined by their natural frequencies.
Overcoming such limitations requires rethinking the
classification architecture. In Fig. 1(b), we introduce an
extended version of the classifier that uses a weight ma-
trix formalism, compatible with existing neural network
frameworks. The natural frequencies of all oscillators are
now trainable linear combinations of the inputs x and
a constant bias according to: F = W
[
x
1
]
, where W
is the trainable weights matrix. This extended classifier
therefore erases the difference between input and tuning
oscillators as all the N oscillators in the network play a
similar role. As each natural frequency is a potentially
different linear combination of the inputs, the symme-
tries present in the reference approach of12 are broken
and (dim (x) + 1)×N tuning parameters are made avail-
able. As the high-frequency couplings between oscillators
are kept uniform and constant, the extended classifier
remains compatible with the constraints of nanotechnol-
ogy, only adding a low-frequency linear combination step
to the inputs, which has already been implemented in
CMOS23,24 or with programmable resistive devices25.
III. PRESENTATION OF THE LEARNING
ALGORITHMS
The iterative online learning algorithm defined by Vas-
silieva et al.12 and later adapted to experiments by
Romera et al.17 consists in presenting a set of training
input examples {x(m)}m=1..M with known expected clas-
sification binary vectors {yˆ(m)}m=1..M , and adjusting the
natural frequencies according to the measured synchro-
nizations. For each presented example (m), the resulting
list of synchronized pairs of oscillators is compared to the
expected one. The learning algorithm then aims at weak-
ening the synchronizations of pairs of oscillators that are
not expected for the example (m), by slightly pushing
their natural frequencies apart, and at promoting desyn-
chronized pairs that are expected to be synchronized, by
slightly pulling their natural frequencies closer together.
This behavior is achieved by applying linear updates that
adjust the natural frequencies of the output oscillators
according to the sum of observed frequency differences,
weighted by a factor depending if the oscillators are to
or not to synchronize12. However, this algorithm only
acts on the natural frequencies of oscillator pairs used as
outputs and compared to the expected example outputs,
which does not allow having extra non-output oscillators
to increase the computational power of the system at the
same output dimensionality. More precisely, the online
learning algorithm restricts the number of trained oscil-
lators to a maximum of 2×dim(y). Moreover, the online
learning algorithm is “greedy” as it acts on each pair of
oscillators assuming they are isolated and do not influ-
ence the other oscillators of the network. As all oscilla-
tors interact together through complex network dynam-
ics, this assumption can lead the algorithm to suboptimal
results.
In this work, we introduce an offline learning algorithm
inspired by standard machine learning techniques that
overcomes the limitations of the online learning algorithm
by iteratively minimizing, through gradient descent, the
total error function:
Etot =
1
M
M∑
m=1
∑
output
pairs (i,j)
E
(m)
i,j (1)
where E
(m)
i,j is the error on the output pair (i, j) for the
training example (m). Fig. 2 illustrates the value of E
(m)
i,j ,
which depends on the expected synchronization state of
the pair (i, j) for the example (m) and a measure of the
actual desynchronization D
(m)
i,j of the pair (i, j) after the
example (m) is presented, defined by:
D
(m)
i,j =
|f¯ (m)i − f¯ (m)j |
k/2
, (2)
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where k is the uniform coupling strength between the
oscillators. (i, j) are considered synchronized if D
(m)
i,j ≤ 1
and desynchronized otherwise. If the oscillators (i, j) are
expected to be synchronized for the presented example
(m), we define:
E
(m)
i,j =

1
2
(
D
(m)
i,j
)2
if D
(m)
i,j ≤ 1
1
1 + e
−4
(
D
(m)
i,j −1
) if D(m)i,j > 1
, (3)
or if the synchronization (i, j) is not expected for the
presented example (m):
E
(m)
i,j =

1− 1
2
(
D
(m)
i,j
)2
if D
(m)
i,j ≤ 1
1− 1
1 + e
−4
(
D
(m)
i,j −1
) if D(m)i,j > 1
. (4)
Computing the total error gradient with respect to the
natural frequencies ∂E
tot
∂F for the reference classifier or
with respect to the weight matrix elements ∂E
tot
∂W for the
extended classifier requires in both cases the derivatives
∂E
(m)
i,j
∂F , which can be expanded using the chain rule:
∂E
(m)
i,j
∂Fa
=
∂E
(m)
i,j
∂f¯
(m)
i
∂f¯
(m)
i
∂Fa
+
∂E
(m)
i,j
∂f¯
(m)
j
∂f¯
(m)
j
∂Fa
, (5)
where the derivatives
∂E
(m)
i,j
∂f¯(m)
are obtained by differentiat-
ing equations (3,4).
FIG. 2. Schematic of the differentiable error function depend-
ing on the expected synchronization states for a given input
example in the case of a binary classification task with output
pair (4,5).
Continuing the gradient computation requires the
derivative of the average frequencies with respect to the
natural frequencies of the oscillators: ∂f¯∂F . The partial
derivatives ∂f¯∂F correspond to the Jacobian matrix of the
oscillator network operator depicted as a blue rounded
square in Figs. 1 and 2, and translate the rich dynamics
of all the oscillators interacting together.
Throughout the paper, we model the oscillator network
using the Kuramoto model, with which many nanooscil-
lators can be described18. In order to compute the Ja-
cobian offline, we apply a simple Euler numerical inte-
gration scheme following the update equations for the
oscillator instantaneous frequencies f(t) and phases θ(t)
with a time step dt = 10−11s, and total simulation time
T = 1µs:
fi(t) = Fi + k
N∑
i=1
sin (θj(t)− θi(t))
θi(t+ dt) = θi(t) + 2pidtfi(t)
. (6)
As the state of the system at time t + dt is a contin-
uously differentiable function of the state at time t, we
translate the numerical update equations (6) into a con-
tinuously differentiable operator as shown in Fig. 3(a).
This update operator is then stacked in time as shown in
Fig. 3(b) and the instantaneous frequencies f(t) are av-
eraged on the last τ = 0.5µs to represent a continuously
differentiable expression of the oscillator network opera-
tor taking F as input and outputting f¯ . The derivatives
are updated at each simulation step following:
∂fi(t)
∂Fa
= δi,a + k
∑
j
(
∂θj(t)
∂Fa
− ∂θi(t)
∂Fa
)
cos (θj(t)− θi(t))
∂θi(t+ dt)
∂Fa
=
∂θi(t)
∂Fa
+ 2pidt
∂fi(t)
∂Fa
,
(7)
where δ is the Kronecker delta, and ∂θ(t=0)∂F = 0. The
derivatives ∂f(t)∂F are then averaged on the last τ/dt
timesteps to obtain the Jacobian ∂f¯∂F . This algorithm
has a complexity in O (N3) but is highly parallelizable.
Following standard practices in gradient propagation
through time, we implement gradient clipping26 by ap-
plying the tanh squashing function to the Jacobian. Sim-
ilarly, the natural frequencies F are min-max clipped to
stay within [500; 680]MHz, which represents the typical
tuning range of spin-torque nano-oscillators18. Unwanted
sensitivity to initial conditions is prevented by setting the
initial oscillator phases θ0 to uniformly random values in
[0; 2pi) for each simulation run. The differentiable os-
cillator network operator can be implemented as a neu-
ral layer within popular machine learning libraries for
use with automatic differentiation. In this work, we use
a Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)-accelerated custom
C++ differentiable oscillator network operator for the
machine learning library TensorFlow27. The Adam op-
timizer is used with default parameters and a learning
rate of 0.03 in order to minimize the total error Etot on
a set of training examples. It should be noted that we
assumed a basic Euler numerical integration scheme, but
that our approach can be adapted to other explicit inte-
gration methods as well.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE OFFLINE LEARNING
STRATEGY
We first compare the online learning algorithm to the
offline learning algorithm, on the NI = 2, NT = 4,
k = 10MHz reference classifier, by solving a basic bi-
nary classification task consisting in synchronizing tun-
ing oscillators (4, 5) for a set of positive examples, and
desynchronizing them for a set of negative examples. The
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FIG. 3. (a) Schematic representation of the differentiable re-
current cell reinterpretation of an Euler integration step of the
Kuramoto model. (b) A fully differentiable oscillator network
operator taking a vector of natural frequencies F as input,
and outputting a vector of mean frequencies f¯ .
total number of examples is M = 1156, of which 86% are
negative.
Fig. 4(a) shows the response map of the reference clas-
sifier after 20 online learning iterations as a function of
the input natural frequencies F1 and F2, where oscillators
(4, 5) are synchronized in the green area, and the red and
blue dots represent the positive and negative examples,
i.e. the target regions for synchronization and desynchro-
nization. Fig. 4(b) shows the natural frequencies of the
tuning oscillators as functions of the learning iteration.
After 20 iterations, the natural frequencies stabilize, and
a classification rate of 91.7% is reached. The results show
that classification task is not fully solved due to the fact
that the only degree of freedom of the online learning
algorithm is to push F4 and F5 apart or closer together,
thereby adjusting the size of the synchronization region
without being able to shift it towards the target region.
In Fig. 4(c) we show the response map of the same clas-
sifier after 20 offline learning iterations, and Fig. 4(d)
shows the natural frequencies of the tuning oscillators
as functions of the learning iteration. The results show
that the offline learning algorithm is able to successfully
adjust all four tunable natural frequencies, shift the syn-
chronization region along the first diagonal of the map,
and reach an improved classification rate of 99.7%.
We then compare the reference classifier (NI = 2,
NT = 4) to the extended classifier (N = 6), with
k = 10MHz on more advanced binary classification tasks
using the offline learning algorithm. Figs. 5(a,b) show
the response maps of the reference classifier after 100
offline learning iterations for an off-diagonal circular tar-
get region (M = 1156, 87.5% negatives), and a concave
target region (M = 1156, 59.9% negatives) respectively.
Figs. 5(c,d) show the results obtained in the same condi-
tions with the extended classifier. Figs. 6(a,b) show the
evolution of the error rates of both classifiers on the two
datasets. Our results show that the reference classifier
is unable to classify non diagonally-symmetric patterns
FIG. 4. Comparing the online and offline learning algorithms
on a basic classification task using the reference classification
architecture with NI = 2 and NT = 4. (a) Response map
after 20 iterations of online learning. (b) Tunable natural
frequencies as functions of the online learning iteration. (c)
Response map after 20 iterations of offline learning. (d) Tun-
able natural frequencies as functions of the offline learning
iteration.
(87.7% on the off-diagonal circle) due to symmetries, and
its low number of tunable parameters limits its capability
to classify complex shaped regions (77.6% on the concave
region). The extended classifier, however, successfully
learns to represent both the off-diagonal circular (99.4%)
and the concave (99.8%) target regions.
These results show that the extended classifier, to-
gether with the offline learning algorithm offers superior
classification capabilities compared to the reference clas-
sifier with online learning.
V. BENCHMARKING THE EXTENDED CLASSIFIER
WITH OFFLINE LEARNING
We now benchmark the extended classifier (N = 6)
against the reference classifier (NI = 4, NT = 2, the two
tuning oscillators are used as outputs) using the offline
learning algorithm, and a perceptron linear classifier on
the standard Iris dataset28. The binary classification task
consists in identifying whether or not a flower belongs to
a specific species given four features. We set k = 10MHz
and use 30 examples from each of the three species as a
90-item training set, and the 20 remaining examples per
species as a 60-item test set.
Table I shows the test set classification rates on iden-
tifying each of the three species after 100 learning itera-
tions for the reference classifier, the extended classifier,
and the perceptron. The results show that the perceptron
successfully classifies the linearly separable classes Setosa
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FIG. 5. Response maps on two different target regions after
100 offline learning iterations for (a,b) the NI = 2, NT = 4
reference classifier, and (c,d) the N = 6 extended classifier.
x1 and x2 are the components of the bi-dimensional input
vector x.
FIG. 6. Error rates (percentage of misclassified examples) as
functions of the offline learning iteration, obtained with the
NI = 2, NT = 4 reference classifier and the N = 6 extended
classifier on (a) the off-diagonal circular target region dataset
and (b) the convex target region dataset.
(100%) and Virginica (97%) but fails on the non linearly
separable Versicolor class (73%). On the contrary, the
reference classifier fails to classify Setosa (67%) and Vir-
ginica (67%) but performs better on Versicolor (87%).
This observation highlights the different, and comple-
mentary nature of oscillator-based classifiers compared
Architecture Iris setosa Iris versicolor Iris virginica
Reference 67 % 87 % 67 %
Extended 100 % 98 % 100 %
Perceptron 100 % 73 % 97 %
TABLE I. Iris test set classification rates on the flower species
identification task for the three Iris species, using the NI = 4,
NT = 2 reference classifier, the N = 6 extended classifier, and
a perceptron.
to classical neural networks. Those differences are due
to the highly non-monotonic nature of the oscillator net-
work operator and its rich inter-unit interactions, both of
which are unusual properties in classical neural network
layers. Finally, the extended classifier successfully clas-
sifies all three species (100%, 98%, 100%), which shows
that its rich and tunable physics provide extra computing
power compared to classical single-layer neural networks.
We then evaluate how well the extended classifier with
offline learning scales on the non linearly separable Iris
versicolor identification task when the number of oscil-
lator increases, and compare it to a two-layer tanh feed-
forward neural network. Fig. 7 shows the test set clas-
sification rates after 100 learning iterations as functions
of the number of learned parameters for the extended
classifier and the two-layer neural network. The results
show that the extended classifier, using a single weight
matrix, outperforms the two-layer neural network, which
uses two weight matrices, at equivalent number of learned
parameters for 15 learned parameters and above.
FIG. 7. Iris versicolor identification test set classification
rate as a function of the number of learned parameters, for
the extended classifier trained offline, and for a two-layer tanh
neural network.
Real nano-oscillator systems are subject to phase noise,
which is not included during offline learning in order to
keep meaningful gradients. It is therefore important to
evaluate the effects of phase noise when using a weight
matrix trained offline in a noisy physical system. We
choose to train the N = 6 extended classifier on the
Iris versicolor identification task with the offline learn-
ing algorithm for 100 learning iterations. The obtained
weight matrix is then transferred into a simulated noisy
Kuramoto model of the network, and the test set classi-
fication rates are evaluated for different noise levels ex-
pressed as the linewidth of an isolated oscillator. The
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noisy version of the phase update equations (6) is:
fi(t) = Fi + k
N∑
i=1
sin (θj(t)− θi(t))
θi(t+ dt) = θi(t) + 2pidtfi(t) +
√
2pidt∆ N
, (8)
where ∆ is the linewidth of an isolated oscillator, and N
is a pseudo-random Gaussian distribution with mean 0
and variance 1. For each noise level, the system is simu-
lated 100 times with different random initial phases and
different noise random seeds. Fig. 8 shows the average
test set classification rate obtained with the noisy system
on 100 trials, as a function of the oscillator linewidth.
The blue-filled area represents the span between the
worst and best test set classification rates encountered
during the trials. The results show that noise decreases
the classification rates. However, for noise levels typical
of spin-torque nano-oscillators (∆ ≈ 1MHz18), the aver-
age classification rate is 94.6% with a worst case at 90%,
showing that the offline learning approach is robust to
realistic levels of phase noise.
FIG. 8. Average Iris versicolor identification test set classifi-
cation rates obtained on 100 trials of a noisy extended classi-
fier trained using the offline learning algorithm, as a function
of the oscillator linewidth. The span between the worst and
best cases encountered during the trials is blue-filled.
VI. DISCUSSION
This work defines the first full-featured supervised of-
fline learning algorithm for oscillator-based classifiers, as
well as an improved classification architecture compatible
with current nanotechnologies. Comparison with the ref-
erence approach of12 showed the power of the approach in
terms of classification accuracy, while comparisons with
standard neural networks showed that our approach was
economical in terms of adjustable parameters.
The main benefit of our approach is its compatibility
with both the constrains of nanotechnology (no tuning of
the coupling between the oscillators) and with the stan-
dard techniques of machine learning. The neural net-
work can be trained offline, using the powerful frame-
works of software neural networks, such as 27 used here.
By contrast, the main limitation of our approach also
comes from the offline nature of learning. There can be
mismatch between the model used for training, and the
reality of the physical system in which the trained pa-
rameters are transferred. The first mismatch mitigation
approach is of course to choose a realistic device model.
This work relies on the Kuramoto model which is used
to describe a wide range of oscillators29, but any other
smooth model30 can be used instead to produce trained
weight matrices that are better fit to the target oscillator
system. Mismatch effects can also be mitigated by adding
random variability on the model properties at each learn-
ing step in order to avoid over-fitting and produce robust
solutions that transfer to variable physical devices. The
impact of mismatch could also be further reduced by per-
forming extra online learning steps to perfect the general
solution provided by the offline learning algorithm.
It should also be noted that the training process is rel-
atively heavy, and slower than for more conventional neu-
ral networks, due to the added complexity of modeling
the dynamics of the nanooscillators. In terms of applica-
tion, our approach therefore targets inference hardware,
where the model is trained on a server and then pro-
grammed on highly efficient specialized circuits provided
to users.
Furthermore, this study focuses on binary classifica-
tion tasks, but multi-class classification can be readily
achieved either by training one binary classifier per class,
or by using multiple pairs of oscillators as outputs. Oscil-
lator networks can also be stacked into multi-layer archi-
tectures and trained transparently with the offline learn-
ing algorithm thanks to automatic differentiation.
Finally, even though we only used the average stable
state of the oscillator network, the offline learning al-
gorithm can be applied to temporal signals as well, by
inputting a different F at every time-step, and reading
a sliding time window average of f(t). A promising re-
search direction would be to exploit the temporal and
transient behaviors of the oscillator network to classify
or generate sequences and signals in time.
In conclusion, we showed that neural networks based
on nano-oscillators, despite their nature that differs
strongly from standard neural networks, can be trained
using similar frameworks and methodology, to achieve
good classification performance. This work suggests the
value of bringer closer works performed in physics and in
machine learning for the implementation of compact and
energy efficient classification systems.
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